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Irish Arts and Culture Links
“I believe in Michelangelo, Velasquez, and Rembrandt; in the might of
design, the mystery of color, the redemption of all things by Beauty
everlasting, and the message of Art that has made these hands
blessed. Amen. Amen.”
George Bernard Shaw

Art and Museums

Arts Events Listings
This is a database of art events across Ireland. This site searches by date,
location and event type.
Bell Gallery
This Belfast gallery exhibits and sells topographical 18th and 19th century
Irish watercolors, oil paintings, drawings, portraits, etchings, engravings and
mezzotints.
Hugh Lane Municipal Gallery of Modern Art
Official Web site of the Hugh Lane Municipal Gallery of Modern Art.
Irish Artists
Links to galleries, artists and artworks.
Irish Heritage and Cultural Site
Site with links to a variety of areas of Irish heritage, including parks,
monuments, gardens, waterways and cultural institutions.
National Gallery of Ireland
Houses the national collection of Irish art as well as the collection of
European master paintings. This site features information on exhibitions and
educational events.

Music and Dance

Celtic Music Archive
Links to Ceolas, an online collection of information on Celtic music.
Celtic Music Links
Links to various Celtic and Irish music sites.
Cork Opera House
Web site for the Cork Opera House.
Dance Theatre of Ireland
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Home page of the Dance Theatre of Ireland. This site contains schedules
and information on Irish dance.
Danny O'Flaherty
This is the Web site for Danny O’Flaherty, who performed at the University of
St. Thomas on August 20, 2006. He is from the Aran Islands and now
resides in Texas.
Folk Music
Information on the historical background of folk music with links to folk
music files. Contains lyrics, midi and tune information for folk and traditional
music and popular songs and ballads.
International Traditional Music Society
This site contains information on traditional Irish music under the section on
"country." Links to pages regarding traditional instruments. This site is
dedicated to promoting and preserving traditional music and providing an
internet source for music.
Irish Traditional Music Tune Index
Links to indices including a discography of recorded traditional Irish music.
Kerry Records
As a recording arts label, KERRY RECORDS encourages contemporary Irish
music and the spoken arts, w h ile su p p o rtin g th e p erfo rm an ce, reco rd in g
and preservation of Ireland 's priceless music and spoken arts history. Kerry
Records brought Ken O’Malley to the University of St. Thomas in March 2006
and will be bringing Marian Tomas Griffin to St. Thomas in November 2006.
Old Bridge Music
This site links to such artists as Máire Ní Chathasaigh, Chris Newman, Nollaig
Casey, Arty McGlynn, Clive Carroll, Mark Newman, Mark Challinor, Tom
McConville or Christy O'Leary. Máire Ní Chathasaigh appeared at the
University of St. Thomas in April 2006 and she and her husband, Chris
Newman, will be appearing at the University of St. Thomas on March 1,
2007.
The Association of Irish Musical Societies
The Association of Irish Musical Societies keeps up to date with events and
musicals being hosted by the various Irish musical societies.
Topics in Traditional Irish Music
This site includes information on origins of traditional Irish music.
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Turloch Boylan and Big Plain Records
Turlach Boylan and others performed for the University of St. Thomas
sponsored 2005 American Conference for Irish Studies Southern Regional
Conference in Houston.
Waterford International Festival of Light Opera
Web site of the annual International Festival of Light Opera held in Waterford
City 's Theatre Royal.

Theatre
Abbey Theatre
Homepage of the National Theatre of Ireland in Dublin with links to art
organizations.
Andrews Lane Theatre, Dublin
Local Dublin theatre.
Belfast Waterfront Hall
Web site of the Waterfront Hall in Belfast, Northern Ireland.
Gaiety Theatre
This is the Web site for the Gaiety Theatre on South King Street in Dublin.
Gate Theatre
Homepage for the Gate Theatre in Parnell Square, Dublin. This site contains
performance and general theatre information.
Irish Resources in the Humanities
This site contains links to archaeology, art, architecture, biographical, film,
geography, grants and fellowships, history, Irish language, literature and
music.
Limerick's Athenaeum Theatre
This site carries an online book on the history of this theatre in Limerick.
Red Kettle Theatre Company
A Web site for this well-established professional theatre company based in
Waterford City.
The Everyman Palace Theatre
This is the Web site for the Everyman Palace Theatre in Cork is a beautiful
630-seat Victorian theatre.
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The Watergate Theatre
The Watergate Theatre in Kilkenny is a centre for the performing and visual
arts in southeast Ireland. This site provides a varied program of professional
and amateur dramatics, classical and contemporary music, opera and dance,
together with regular exhibitions of paintings and photographs.
Town Hall Theatre Gateway
Contains information and schedules for the Town Hall Theatre in Galway.

General
Island Ireland
Information resources on visual art, music and musicians, including Irish
traditional instruments, art exhibits, set and step dancing and folk songs.
Your Complete Guide to Ireland
This site contains links to Irish Culture, Tourism and Travel, News and
Information, Irish Language, Educational Institutions and Universities,
Political Parties and Organizations, Governmental and Political Resources and
Irish American Political and Cultural Organizations.
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Irish Business, Science and Technology Links
“It is very vulgar to talk about one's business. Only people like
stockbrokers do that, and then merely at dinner parties.”
Oscar Wilde
Business World
This site states it is Ireland ’s top online business site. This site
contains price shares, currencies, company research, news and other
business information.
Economics and Social Research Institute
This site provides information and analysis on economics and the
social sciences. This site contains links to publications, research
projects and the Irish economy. This site also addresses problems
facing Irish society now and in the future.
Department of Economics at National University of Ireland, Galway
This site, sponsored by the Department of Economics of University
College, Galway, Ireland, provides links to university departments of
economics and to governmental economic agencies. This site also
contains information on faculty, working papers and degree programs.
Irish Management Institute
This site is for the Irish Management Institute, which sponsors
management development and executive education programs.
Sunday Business Post
One of Ireland's online financial and economic newspapers.
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Irish Education Links
“The true purpose of education is to cherish and unfold the seed of
immortality already sown within us; to develop, to their fullest extent,
the capacities of every kind with which the God who made us has
endowed us.”
Anna Jameson
Irish author and art critic (1794-1860)
BILETA
The British and Irish Law, Education and Technology Association is an
association formed for the purpose of promoting the use of technology
in legal education. This site provides access to conference papers and
publications by year.
Ireland's Department of Education and Science
This site provides access to current projects and legislative
information. This site also contains curricula, guides, papers and
information on legislation and current events affecting education in
Ireland.
Department of Education for Northern Ireland
This site contains links to educational resources affecting Northern
Ireland, as well as official information on regulations in the education
system.
International Education Board Ireland
This site provides information on colleges and universities in Ireland,
including the application requirements and process. This site is helpful
for foreign students.
Irish Law College and University Links
This UST site contains links to universities and colleges in Ireland.
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Links to General Irish Archives, Data Sources and Search
Engines
“Do not wait to strike till the iron is hot; but make it hot by striking.”
William Butler Yeats

Search Engines
Browse Ireland
General Irish information web site with search engine.
Northern Ireland Index
Search engine for information relating to Northern Ireland.
Index Ireland
Topic based search engine for Irish Web sites.
Ireland on the Net
Contains information and links to Irish history and historical documents,
politics and sports. This site also contains the national anthem, maps and
cam views of Dublin.
IrishSites.com
General Irish information Web site with search engine.
Searcs-Web
A focused collection of web sites addressing specific academic, scientific,
literary and other informational topics. Also provides academic and
corporate research on a wide variety of Irish subjects. States that its
researchers have post-graduate degrees and have extensive research
experience across the media.
Total Ireland
Directory with close to 10,000 Irish links. Contains links to information by
county and topic.

Governmental Archives
Office of Public Works
The purpose of the Office of Public Works is to deliver in support of
Government Policies, high quality services in property, design, construction
and procurement on time and on budget. This office contains various
archives.
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National Archives of Ireland
The National Archives holds a wide variety of records, many of which are
relevant to Irish genealogy and local history. The mission of the National
Archives is twofold: (i) to secure the preservation of records relating to
Ireland which warrant preservation as archives; and (ii) to ensure that
appropriate arrangements are made for public access to archives.

General Irish Studies
Archeology of Ireland
Information on different archeological periods in Ireland with links to
archeological sites of Ireland.
Clonmacnois
Investigations on the Celtic High Cross in Clonmacnois (County Offaly,
Ireland).
Irish Society for Information Technology in Agriculture
Offers information on information technology and agricultural products
produced in Ireland.
Feirm
General information on agriculture in Ireland. Links to agribusiness related
sites.
Royal Institute of Architects of Ireland
Information on architecture and design in Ireland.
Searc's Electronic Guide to Irish Studies Around the World
Web site dedicated to links to Irish Studies around the world. This site also
contains up-to-date information on upcoming conferences and calls for
papers.
Stones of Ireland
Includes descriptions, images, maps of dolmens, standing stones and stone
circles.
The American Conference for Irish Studies
One of the largest Irish Studies organizations in the United States. Sponsors
conferences and publications. Contains research and guides to Irish
Studies. This Web site also has a schedule of upcoming conferences and
calls for papers.
The American Irish Historical Society
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Founded in 1897, the Society states that it aims to place permanently on
record the story of the Irish in America from the earliest settlement to the
present day, justly, impartially, fully, and sympathetically correcting neglect
and misrepresentation by certain historians of the part taken in the founding,
building and safeguarding of the Nation by persons of Irish birth and
descent.
The Federation for Ulster Local Studies
The Federation links Historical Societies in the nine counties of Ulster to
promote the study and recording of the history, antiquities and folk-life of
Ulster. It encourages the provision of services for the furtherance of local
studies in Ulster. It develops communication and cooperation among
voluntary associations concerned with local historical studies in Ulster.

Other Data Sources
Central Statistics Office Ireland
Offers statistical information on Ireland by subject.
Central Intelligence Agency World Factbook--Ireland
This site contains statistics and information on geography, government,
economy, communication, transportation, military and transnational issues
relating to Ireland.
COPAC
Provides access to online catalogs of 20 university research libraries in UK
and Ireland.
History of Ireland--Primary Documents
Brigham Young University sponsored site containing links of historical, legal
and political interest.
Study Abroad
Contains information on a number of summer session programs in Dublin,
Cork, Galway and Limerick. The duration of each program varies. Course
subjects are typically Irish history, literature, and culture, but archaeology,
drama, and politics often are offered.
Public Record Office of Northern Ireland
Includes records of Northern Ireland governmental departments, courts of
law, local authorities and other agencies as well as records provided by
private individuals, churches, businesses and institutions.
Transportation Records
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Online records of convicts sent from Ireland to Australia between 1788 and
1868.
Northern Ireland Index - Universities
The Clans of Ireland
Ireland 's History and Culture
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Irish Constitution Links
“All progress is initiated by challenging current conceptions,
and executed by supplanting existing institutions.”
George Bernard Shaw
Bunreacht na hÉireann
The Irish name of the Irish Constitution literally means the Basic Law
of Ireland. No law can be passed that does not agree with the
Constitution. The Constitution can be changed only by a referendum in
which every citizen of Ireland, over the age of 18, is entitled to vote.
The Constitution was passed in a referendum on the 1st July 1937. It
came into operation on the 29th December 1937. The current
Constitution replaced the Constitution of the Irish Free State (Saorstát
Éireann), which came into existence in 1922. This site is the official
Irish Government Website, which contains the online and most up-todate version of the Irish Constitution, with amending acts through
2004. This site contains the Constitution in PDF, HTML and RTF
formats. This link is to the Department of the Taoiseach, the Irish
Prime Minister.
Irish Constitution
Irish Constitution through the Irish Government Website “Citizens
Information” with explanations of the parts of the Constitution and
how it works. This site contains a PDF of the Constitution, with
descriptions of the amending acts.
Irish Constitution of the Irish Free State
Irish Constitution, 1922 version, at University College Cork, CELT
project (Corpus of Electronic Texts).
Divorce Referendum
Copy and information on the Divorce Referendum in 1995.
Northern Ireland Peace Agreement of 1998
As found on the Irish Government Website, Department of the
Taoiseach.
Northern Ireland Agreement Referendum
(1998) Archived page on the Irish Law Website for historical
reference purposes.
Referendum Commission
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Information on the Irish Referendum Commission, which oversees
amendments to the Constitution and referenda. The Referendum
Commission is an independent body created by law. The Commission
has a Chairman who is required to be a former judge of the Supreme
Court or the High Court or a judge of the High Court. The
Commission’s other members are required to be the Clerk of the Dáil,
the Clerk of the Seanad, the Ombudsman and the Comptroller and
Auditor General. The Referendum Commission is independent in its
actions and is supported by a secretariat from the Office of the
Ombudsman.
Past Referenda
Information on past Irish referenda.
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Irish Republic and Northern Ireland General Government
Links
“I was elected by the women of Ireland, who instead of rocking the
cradle, rocked the system.”
Mary Robinson
Former President of Ireland from 1990-1997
CELT
The Online Resource for Irish history, literature, culture and politics
sponsored by the University College, Cork . This site contains a
searchable online database consisting of contemporary and historical
texts from many areas, including literature, history, politics and the
arts.
Government Information Services
Provides information on the Government of Ireland from the
Department of the Taoiseach (Irish Prime Minister) with links to the
pages including government information services. This site also
contains a copy of the Constitution under Publications by subject and
legislation.
Irish Government Departments
This Index Ireland site provides links to government departments and
offices. This site also provides links to sites covering Irish politics and
society.
Irish Government Web Server
This site locates government organizations or information by providing
links, indices of recent publications and a search engine that searches
all government sites. There is also general information about Ireland,
including some photographs of well known locations.
Northern Ireland Assembly
This site contains information of the Northern Ireland Assembly. The
Assembly was established as part of the Good Friday Agreement (also
known as the Northern Ireland Peace Agreement and the Belfast
Agreement) and meets in Parliament Buildings. The Assembly is the
prime source of authority for all devolved responsibilities and has full
legislative and executive authority. The Assembly was suspended from
midnight on Monday 14 October 2002. The Secretary of State has
assumed responsibility for the direction of the Northern Ireland
Departments. This site contains a link for updates of Orders in Council
and Statutory Rules during suspension.
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Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission
This site provides information on the Northern Ireland Human Rights
Commission, a statutory body established by the Northern Ireland Act
1998, in compliance with the Good Friday Agreement (also known as
the Northern Ireland Peace Agreement and the Belfast Agreement).
The Commission states that its aim is to ensure that the human rights
of everyone in Northern Ireland are fully and firmly protected in law,
policy and practice.
The Northern Ireland Executive
This site contains information of the Northern Ireland Executive. The
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland suspended the Northern
Ireland Assembly and the Executive with effect from midnight on 14
October 2002. The Secretary of State has assumed responsibility for
the direction and control of the Northern Ireland Departments. This
site contains a link for updates of Standing Orders during the
suspension.
The Oireachtas (the Dáil and the Seanad)
This site is the official website of the Parliament of Ireland. Ireland is
a parliamentary democracy. The National Parliament (Oireachtas)
consists of the President and two Houses: Dáil Éireann (the House of
Representatives) and Seanad Éireann (the Senate) whose powers and
functions derive from the Irish Constitution enacted by the People on 1
July 1937. The site contains many useful links to the Government of
Ireland.
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Irish Republic and Northern Ireland General Government
Links
“I was elected by the women of Ireland, who instead of rocking the
cradle, rocked the system.”
Mary Robinson
Former President of Ireland from 1990-1997
CELT
The online resource for Irish history, literature, culture and politics
sponsored by University College Cork. Contains a searchable online
database consisting of contemporary and historical texts from many
areas, including literature and the other arts.
Government Information Services
Provides information on the Government of Ireland with links to the
pages including government information services. Also contains a
copy of the Constitution and legislation.
Irish Government Departments
Index Ireland provides links to government departments and offices.
Also provides links to sites covering Irish politics and society.
Irish Government Web Server
This site locates government organizations or information by providing
links, indices of recent publications and a search engine that searches
all government sites. There is also general information about Ireland,
including some photographs of well known locations.
Northern Ireland Assembly
This site contains information of the Northern Ireland Assembly. The
Assembly was established as part of the Good Friday Agreement
(Belfast Agreement) and, when it is in session, meets in Parliament
Buildings. The Assembly is the prime source of authority for all
devolved responsibilities and has full legislative and executive
authority.
Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission
This site provides information on the Northern Ireland Human Rights
Commission, a statutory body established by the Northern Ireland Act
1998, in compliance with the Good Friday Agreement (Belfast
Agreement). The Commission states that its aim is to ensure that the
human rights of everyone in Northern Ireland are fully and firmly
protected in law, policy and practice.
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The Northern Ireland Executive
This site contains information of the Northern Ireland Executive. The
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland suspended the Northern
Ireland Assembly and the Executive with effect from midnight on 14
October 2002. The Secretary of State has assumed responsibility for
the direction and control of the Northern Ireland Departments. This
site contains a link for updates of Standing Orders during the
suspension.
The Oireachtas (the Dáil and the Seanad)
This site is the official website of the Parliament of Ireland. Ireland is
a parliamentary democracy. The National Parliament (Oireachtas)
consists of the President and two Houses: Dáil Éireann (the House of
Representatives) and Seanad Éireann (the Senate) whose powers and
functions derive from the Irish Constitution enacted by the People on 1
July 1937. The site contains many useful links to the Government of
Ireland.
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Ancient History Links
“This has never been a rich or powerful country, and yet, since earliest
times, its influence on the world has been rich and powerful. No larger
nation did more to keep Christianity and Western culture alive in their
darkest centuries. No larger nation did more to spark the cause of
independence in America, indeed, around the world. And no larger
nation has ever provided the world with more literary and artistic
genius.”
Address before the Irish Parliament
President John F. Kennedy
Dublin, Ireland
June 28, 1963
Ancient Ireland
Excerpts from a Smaller Social History of Ireland.
Animal Symbolism in Celtic Mythology
A student paper at the University of Michigan b y Lars N o o d én , 2 2
November 1992.
Book of Kells Images
General site, with links to other Book of Kells sites.
Brehon Law Site
Extensive site dedicated to reclaiming Ireland's legal heritage through
collecting resources relating to the Brehon Laws, the ancient Celtic
common law of Ireland.
Dublinia Heritage Center
Web site for dublinia heritage center in Dublin. The center is housed in
a building that served as the Synod Hall of the Church of Ireland from
1875 to 1983. The center provides exhibits of medieval Dublin from
the coming of the Anglo-Normans to the closure of the monasteries.
Early Ireland, Culture and Society
A site that provides an overview of 9,000 years of Irish history.
Ireland's History in Maps
This site provides information on Ancient and Medieval Irish tribes and
settlements. Includes maps and textual discussion of the movement of
tribes and people over time.
In Search of Ancient Ireland
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PBS presentation providing a journey across the centuries of Ireland.
Irish Archaeology
This web site is dedicated to Irish archeology and contains numerous
links to other sites on archaeology in Ireland.
Irish Timeline
Helpful timeline on Irish history provided by Fianna Guide to Irish
Genealogy.
Pictish Nation
Web site dedicated to ancient civilization (known as the Picts) that
once inhabited present day Scotland.
Pictish Symbol Stones
Paper on the grammar of the pictish symbol stones by Toby Griffen at
Southern Illinois University.
Samhain: Season of Death and Renewal
festival of Samhain.

Paper on the ancient Celtic

Stones of Ireland
Pictorial and textual site dedicated to stone circles, dolmens, standing
stones, cairns, barrows and hill forts in Ireland.
The Annals of Ulster
A genealogical analysis of all three branches of the descendants of
Aedh Finnlaith, i.e., the Mac Lochlainns and the Ua Neills, both of
whom descended from Nial Glundubh; and Clan Domnall, who
descended from his brother, Domhnall. Excerpted from the Annals of
Ireland.
The Book of Leinster
Online version of The Book of Leinster, 1150 A.D., provided by the
Irish Texts Society.
The Book of the Taking of Ireland
Online version of the Lebor Gabala Erren (Book of the Taking of
Ireland). This legend has it that the Irish originated in Scythia and
were descendants of a King Feinius Farsaid, a King of Scythia.
Ulster Cycle
Website containing various historic myths and legends from Ireland.
Vikings
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Includes information on the Vikings in Ireland.
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General History Links
“If history repeats itself, and the unexpected always happens, how incapable
must Man be of learning from experience!”
George Bernard Shaw

Chronologies and Time Lines
Chronology of Irish History
A chronology of Irish history from the Gaelic Home Page up to 1994.
Cruithni
This site includes historical highlights throughout the centuries. Use the
arrows for the time periods desired.
History of Ireland
This site contains a chronology of Irish history, with summaries and full
histories of various periods on time.
Timeline of Irish History
This site contains a chronology of key events in Irish history, with links on
specific topics.

Other Links

Academic Info: Irish History
An Annotated Directory of Internet Resources on the History of Ireland.
An Historic Overview of Ireland
A site that provides an overview of 9,000 years of Irish history.
Boston College Irish History Research Guide
This link provides a host of Irish history sources from Boston College ’s Irish
Studies Research Guide for history.
CELT
The Online Resource for Irish History, Literature and Politics sponsored by
the University College, Cork.
Cork County Council
This link contains an extensive list of resources through the Cork County
Council Library and Arts Services, including lists of books on Irish history.
Dungarvan Museum Society
This site is maintained by the Dungarvan Museum Society and the Waterford
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County Museum. The site states that it is committed to preserving, recording
and displaying the history of West Waterford, Ireland.
Euro Documents -- BYU Online Primary Documents on the History of Ireland
Brigham Young University ’s Irish history web site with extensive links.
Global History and Genealogy
This site contains links on Irish and Northern Irish History and Genealogy,
including books, maps and other resources.
H-ALBION web site
The site is dedicated to the discussion of British and Irish History.
History Ireland Magazine
A magazine web site dedicated to Irish history. Selected feature articles are
available online.
History of Ireland
Site contains a summarized history of Ireland. Main home page contains
links to maps and current events.
Irish Department of Foreign Affairs Website
Information about Irish archives, treaties and other information provided by
the Department of Foreign Affairs.
Irish History and Maps
This site tells the history of Ireland through maps and includes genealogical
links. The site has a special focus on ancient and medieval Irish tribes.
Irish Police History
This site is the Police History site of the Irish Police Force, the An Garda
Síochána. The "Garda Síochána na hÉireann" (in English - "Guardians of the
Peace of Ireland") is Ireland 's national police force. The force is responsible
for the maintenance of law and order throughout the Republic of Ireland. The
stated mission of An Garda Síochána is to protect life and property, to
safeguard the liberties of the individual, to preserve public peace, to prevent
and detect crime, to provide guidance for young people as they seek to
become caring, law-abiding citizens and in so doing to provide a quality
service to the public while maintaining the highest standards of integrity,
professionalism and efficiency. This site includes a series of articles on the
Irish police force.
James Hardman's "The History of Galway"
This is an online edition of James Hardiman's book The History of Galway,
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first published in 1820. James Hardiman (1782-1855) was trained as a
lawyer and became sub-commissioner of public records in Dublin Castle. He
was an active member of the Royal Irish Academy and collected and rescued
many examples of Irish traditional music. Hardiman is best remembered for
his History of the Town and County of Galway (1820) and Irish Minstrelsy
(1831), one of the first published collections of Irish poetry and songs.
Mallow Archaeological & Historical Society
This non-profit organization publishes an annual journal on the history and
archaeology of the Blackwater Valley region of North Co. Cork. The site also
contains on-line copies of its journal and information about Cork and
upcoming lectures.
Offaly Historical and Archaeological Society
This site collects, interprets, exhibits and preserves research materials and
artifacts that document the history of County Offaly. Included in the site are
the Society's monthly newsletter, books, numerous articles on the county's
history and a comprehensive bibliography.
The Archaeology of Ancient Ireland
A Creighton University site discussing ancient archaeology in Ireland.
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Irish History 1500s-1800s Links
“If the whole human race lay in one grave, the epitaph on its
headstone might well be: 'It seemed like a good idea at the time.’”
Rebecca West
Irish author, journalist (1892-1983)
Timeline of Irish History
This site contains a chronology of key events in Irish history.
History of Ireland
This site contains a chronology of Irish history, with summaries of
various periods on time.
Cruithni
This site includes historical highlights throughout the centuries. Use
the arrows for the time periods desired.
Protestant Reformation
This site contains information about the history of the Protestant
movement in England and actions of Roman Catholics in Ireland during
the Protestant Reformation.
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Links to Irish History 1800-1937
“The trouble with man is twofold. He cannot learn the truths which are
too complicated; he forgets truths which are too simple.”
Rebecca West
Irish author, journalist
(1892-1983)
The 1916 Rising Personalities & Perspectives
Online exhibition by the National Library of Ireland focusing on key
individuals that helped set the stage for the 1916 Easter Rising.
Cruithni
Includes historical highlights from 17th century to 20th century.
Glasnevin Cemetery
The web site of Glasnevin Cemetery, the largest cemetery in Ireland
located two miles north of Dublin City. The cemetery first opened its
gates in 1832 after a series of events prompted Daniel O’Connell to
establish a burial place for the Catholic nation of Ireland. Prior to
then, the Irish Catholics had no cemetery of their own.
Great Famine Commemoration
A history of the Famine, details of commemoration events, plus a wide
range of other information about the Famine.
Liberation of Ireland
(1916-1990s) P o litica l a n d h isto rica l w eb site co verin g eve n ts fro m
the Easter Rising in 1916 to 1990s.
National Archives of Ireland -- Great Famine Resources
A site maintained by the National Archives of Ireland, providing links
to a number of sources of other information regarding the Irish
Famine.
Irish Society for Archives
Irish Archives is the only journal produced in Ireland dedicated to
archives and archives related issues. It is issued annually. The journal
was originally published as Irish Archives Bulletin which was then
shortened to Irish Archives.
The Great Irish Famine
Famine-related news from the Cork Examiner, 1846-47.
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The Great Irish Famine Curriculum
Extensive curriculum on the Irish famine. It is sponsored by the New
Jersey Commission on Holocaust Education for inclusion in the
Holocaust and Genocide Curriculum at the secondary level. It is
dedicated to the millions of Irish who suffered and perished in the
Great Starvation. It is also dedicated to those who escaped by
emigration, and to the great Irish Diaspora worldwide.
Transportation Records
Online records of convicts sent from Ireland to Australia between 1788
and 1868.
Views of the Irish Famine
References to articles from various newspapers regarding the Irish
Famine, including the London News, the Cork Examiner and Punch.
Also includes a personal observation of the famine written in 1847 and
other links to the famine.
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Links to Modern Irish History
“You cannot put a rope around the neck of an idea; you cannot put an
idea up against the barrack-square wall and riddle it with bullets; you
cannot confine it in the strongest prison cell your slaves could ever
build.”
Sean O’Casey
Bloody Sunday
Color photos, audio and recordings of the events of Bloody Sunday,
Derry, 1972.
Bloody Sunday Inquiry Site
This site is the official site for the British inquiry into the events at
Bloody Sunday, including full transcripts of hearings and findings.
Cruithni
Includes historical highlights from 17th century to 20th century.
Forum for Peace and Reconciliation -- Framework Document
Framework Document approved by Britain and Ireland on the future of
Northern Ireland, February 1995.
Framework Document
Another version of the February 1995 Framework Document with
related web links on news stories relating to the document.
Good Friday Agreement
On-line text of the Good Friday Agreement.
Hidden Truths: Bloody Sunday 1972
Online photo exhibition and essay on Bloody Sunday. The exhibition,
curated by Trisha Ziff, is organized and circulated by the Bloody
Sunday Trust in association with Track 16 Gallery, Santa Monica, and
the Centro de la Imagen, Mexico. Additional support was provided by
the Cultural Relations Committee of Ireland.
History of Ireland -- Island Story
This site contains detailed summaries of important periods in the
history of Ireland and categorized by historical period.
Liberation of Ireland
This site contains a discussion of the modern history of Ireland and the
conflicts creating the republic covering the Easter Rising, the Civil War,
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the creation of the Republic and Ireland today.
Northern Ireland Agreement Referendum on the Good Friday
Agreement
This site contains a copy of the Good Friday Agreement and
commentary, research sources and news reports relating to it.
Report on the International Body on Decommissioning
Report of the International Body on Decommissioning, 2 2 Jan u ary
1996 -- Authored by Senator George J. Mitchell (Chairman), General
John de Chastelain and Mr. Harri Holkeri.
The Irish Peace Process
This web site sponsored by CAIN provides detailed information and
documents relating to the Irish peace process, including a chronology,
a background, a reading list, the Good Friday Agreement, news
reports, additional sources and essays on the peace process.
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Links to Irish American Experiences
“And so it is that our two nations, divided by distance, have been
united by history. No people ever believed more deeply in the cause of
Irish freedom than the people of the United States . And no country
contributed more to building my own than your sons and daughters.
They came to our shores in a mixture of hope and agony, and I would
not underrate the difficulties of their course once they arrived in the
United States . They left behind hearts, fields, and a nation yearning to
be free. It is no wonder that James Joyce described the Atlantic as a
bowl of bitter tears. And an earlier poet wrote, ‘They are going, going,
going, and we cannot bid them stay.’ ”
Address before the Irish Parliament
President John F. Kennedy
Dublin, Ireland
June 28, 1963
American Irish Historical Society
This site provides information on resources relating to Irish American
heritage. The Society’s stated purpose is to place permanently on
record the story of the Irish in America from the earliest settlement to
the present day.
Irish American Cultural Institute
Founded in 1962, the Irish American Cultural Institute (IACI) is one of
the leading Irish American cultural organizations. The IACI is devoted
to promoting an appreciation of Ireland and the role and contributions
of the Irish in America . The IACI states that it is strictly apolitical and
nonsectarian, and that it is the only Irish American organization that
has as its patron The President of Ireland. Site includes notices
regarding Irish cultural programs and events. This Institute provides
speakers for lecture series around the US, including at the University
of St. Thomas in Houston.
Irish American Heritage Center
This is the Web site of the Irish American Heritage Center in Chicago.
This site includes a newsletter and information on its library and
museum. This site also features Irish American events.
Irish Echo
Online access to the Irish Echo newspaper. This site states that it is
the most widely read Irish American newspaper.
Irish Heritage Trail
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Pictorial and textual site containing Boston monuments, memorials and
burial grounds. This site also contains links to research sources for
Irish heritage matters.
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Irish Language Links
“In Donegal, there are native speakers who know so many [Irish] words that
it is a matter of pride to them to never use the same word twice in a lifetime.”
Myles na gCopaleen

Irish Courses
Courses in Gaelic
OIDEAS GAEL is a language school located in the Gaeltacht area of
southwest Donegal. The region is renowned for its wealth of traditional
culture, music and prehistoric settlements, as well as the excellent amenities
available there, such as the famous Folk Village, founded as a result of
notable community effort, to which the work of Oideas Gael continues to
contribute. Language courses are specially designed to cater to the needs of
adults at all learning stages, including those who are more advanced but in
need of practice. Each course contains three or more levels — beginner,
intermediate and advanced — and is usually of one week's duration.
Gaelic Center
This site contains information on classes, organizations and links relating to
the Gaelic language.
Gaeltalk Online Irish Courses for Personal or Business Purposes
Gaeltalk teaches the Irish language via an online language course. The site
states that its online course is suitable to those who wish to learn Irish from
native speakers, either for personal or business use. Gaeltalk is designed to
make a direct connection between the Gaeltachts (Irish-speaking areas in
Ireland) as well as the Irish Diaspora around the world.
Interactive Irish Course On-Line
Short online course from Trinity College. This site includes lessons from
'Learning Irish' by Mícheál ó Siadhail, published by Yale University Press New Haven and London 1988.
Irish Language Lessons
Contains readings, workbook and quizzes on Irish online.
Online Gaelic lessons
Collection of online learning materials for Gaelic. Contains a dictionary.

Irish Chat Rooms or Conversation Forums
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Irish Language Translator

Irish Dictionaries

Acmhainn: Foclóirí agus Liostaí Téarmaíochta
This is an on-line dictionary in Irish.
An Foclóir Beag: Dictionary in Irish
This dictionary is an on-line search-type dictionary in Irish.
English-Irish Dictionary
This dictionary is an on-line search-type dictionary in which you can search
by Irish word or English word.
Focal Irish Dictionary of Technical Terms
Dictionary of Irish technical terms.
Gaelic Dictionaries Online
Includes a variety of online Gaelic dictionaries.

Irish Grammar
Irish Grammar
This Web site explains the different parts of Irish grammar.
Nouns, declensions, gender, articles, nominative case
This site explains and gives examples of Irish nouns, declensions, gender,
articles and nominative cases in Irish.

Irish Language Generally
Overview of the Irish Language to Help You Learn Irish
This site provides a broad overview of Irish.
Gaelic/Irish Home Page
This web site is devoted to the language and culture of the Gaels, including
those people who speak or spoke Irish Gaelic, Manx Gaelic or Scottish Gaelic.
Irish and Celtic Resources
Irish and Celtic resources on the internet, including extensive links to
language, music, literature and culture.
Irish Literature, Mythology, Folklore and Drama
Expansive site containing links to Irish language pages, literature, history
and periodicals. Site also has links to other resources on mythology, folklore
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and drama.
Irish Songs
Compilation of various traditional Irish songs in Irish collected by Dennis
Doyle.
Irish Word of the Day -- Focal an Lae
Irish language web site. Contains links to dictionaries, phase books and
sayings. This site also contains resources for beginners.
Sabhal Mòr Ostaig
Scottish Gaelic Information from Scotland's Gaelic-medium college on the
Island of Skye. Includes Gaelic-English online dictionary, newsletter and
world-wide courses available.
Trinity College Dublin Irish and Celtic Language Links
This site contains links to various Irish language sites from Trinity College
Dublin.
Various Gaelic and Celtic Languages
This site contains links to Irish Gaelic, Scots Gaelic, Manx Gaelic,
Welsh/Cymraec, Breton and Kernewek/Cornish. Site also contains a link to
Galician, which no longer is considered a Celtic language.

Irish Media (radio, television, newspapers)
BEO Irish Language Newspaper
This Irish language newspaper has some English translations and is best for
beginners.
Foinse Irish Language Newspaper
A weekly Irish language newspaper.
Irish Language Radio RTE/Raidio Na Gaeltachta
This site is a link to the Irish language Radio station, with information in Irish
and English.
Irish Language Television
This link is to TG4, the Irish language television station.

Irish Phonetics
Irish Multimedia Software
This site contains links to Irish books and software, with English and Irish
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descriptions. This site also contains links on how to pronounce words, as
well as other essays and articles of interest. Additionally, this site contains
links to Irish media (newspapers, radio, etc.).

Short Films in Irish
Atom Films in Irish
This site contains short films in Irish covering a wide range of topics. Look
for Yu Ming is Ainm Dom and Fluent Dysphasia.
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General Irish Law Links
“A good denial, the best point in law.”
Irish Proverb
Brehon Law Site
Extensive site dedicated to reclaiming Ireland's legal heritage through
collecting resources relating to the Brehon Laws, the ancient Irish
common law of Ireland.
British and Irish Legal Information Institute
Provides a searchable database for cases and legislation in Ireland,
Northern Ireland, Scotland and the U.K. Also contains links to other
legal sites.
Government Information Services
The Department of the Taoiseach web site. Provides Constitution of
Ireland with links to legal pages, including government information
services.
Guide to Irish Law
Broad web site with extensive links to cases, legislation, governmental
agencies, Irish law schools, the Irish Law Society, the King’s Inn and
other legal links collected by Dr. Darius Whelan. Dr. Whelan is a
lecturer in law at the Institute of Technology, Tallaght, Dublin, Ireland.
Irish Attorney General’s Web Site
Describes the role and function of the Irish Attorney General and
contains an online searchable database of the Irish Statute Book
(ISB), including full text of Acts of the Oireachtas and Statutory
Instruments. The site also includes a chronological index to the
Statutes (1922-2004).
Irish Law Web Site
Very comprehensive Irish legal web site that is managed hosted by
University College Cork Law Faculty. The site includes links to (i) laws
by subject (i.e., commercial, constitutional, employment, etc.), (ii) the
Irish and Northern Irish legal systems and courts, (iii) online copies
and information on the Irish Constitution, (iv) a schedule of ongoing
legal events, (v) Irish and Northern Irish government information, (vi)
information of interest to legal academics and practitioners, (vii)
information on the peace process, and (viii) information and links on
European law.
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Facts about Ireland, its History, Form of Government and Constitution
This site from the Department of Foreign Affairs contains a description
of Ireland, its History, form of Government, Constitution, and other
key facts about Ireland and its government.
Irish Department of Foreign Affairs
Contains a description of the Irish legal and governmental systems,
information on foreign affairs, embassies and consulates, travel,
passports, VISAs and more.
Irish Legal Information Initiative (IRLII)
This site is sponsored by the Law Faculty University College Cork and
by the Arthur Cox Foundation. It contains a searchable database of
Irish cases and legislation.
Irish-law.com
Very large web site with links to Irish legislation, case law, tribunals of
inquiry, legal subjects, legal issues, the legal profession, legal
institutes and other broad based legal web sites.
Legal Resources in the UK and Ireland from Delia Venables
This is a general information web site that contains various links to
legal information for lawyers, individuals, companies and law students.
The Courts Service
This is the official web site of the Irish Courts Service, which is charged
with the management of the court system in Ireland. The site contains
usual information on the organization and workings of the Irish court
system as well as links to legal universities, legal societies and bar
associations and legal research sites.
The Honorable Society of King’s Inns
King’s Inns was established in 1541, when lawyers named their new
society in honor of King Henry VIII and successfully secured a lease of
lands at Inns Quay (where the Four Courts are now located). The
Society is the body that governs entry to the profession of barristersat-law. Only holders of this degree may be called to the Bar of Ireland
by the Chief Justice. The school of law at King's Inns is the oldest
institution for the training of lawyers in the country. This society
consists of “benchers”, barristers and students. “Benchers” are all of
the judges of the Supreme and High Courts and a number of elected
barristers.
The Law Society of Ireland
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This site provides an overview of the work of the Law Society and of
the legal profession in Ireland. The Law Society is the educational,
representative and regulatory body of the solicitors' profession in
Ireland . The Law Society was established in 1773 and now exercises
statutory functions under the Solicitors Acts 1954-2002 in relation to
the education, admission, enrolment, discipline and regulation of the
solicitors' profession. The Society works to improve access to the law
generally and also provides representation, services and support for
solicitors themselves.
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Irish Cases
“All my experience of the world teaches me that in ninety-nine cases
out of a hundred, the safe and just side of a question is the generous
and merciful side.”
Anna Jameson
Irish author, art critic (1794-1860)
Irish Republic High Court Cases
This site, maintained by the British and Irish Legal Information
Institute and University College Cork, contains a comprehensive
database of decisions of the Irish High Court from 1997. The database
also includes some earlier decisions.
Irish Republic Supreme Court Cases
This site, maintained by the British and Irish Legal Information
Institute and University College Cork, contains a searchable database
of the Irish Supreme Court cases from 1998 to date (and is reasonably
comprehensive from February 2001).
Leading Irish Cases
This site, maintained by the British and Irish Legal Information
Institute and University College Cork, contains a searchable database
of the full text of a number of leading Irish cases from over the
decades by name and subject.
Northern Ireland Cases: Court of Appeal
This site, maintained by the British and Irish Legal Information
Institute, contains a searchable comprehensive database of the
decisions of the Northern Ireland Court of Appeal from 1998-2006.
Other Northern Ireland Cases
This site, maintained by the British and Irish Legal Information
Institute, contains a searchable comprehensive database of the
decisions of the Northern Ireland High Court of Justice and other
tribunals.
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Irish College and University Law Links
“What we truly and earnestly aspire to be, that in some sense we are.
The mere aspiration, by changing the frame of the mind, for the
moment realizes itself.”
Anna Jameson
Irish author and art critic (1794-1860)
University College Dublin
UCD Division of Legal Medicine
Queen's University Belfast
University College Cork
National University of Ireland, Galway
Trinity College Dublin
University of Limerick
University of Ulster
Other Colleges
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Irish Constitution Links
“All progress is initiated by challenging current conceptions, and
executed by supplanting existing institutions.”
George Bernard Shaw
Bunreacht na hÉireann
The Irish name of the Irish Constitution literally means the Basic Law
of Ireland. This site is the official Irish Government Website, which
contains the online and most up-to-date version of the Irish
Constitution.
Irish Constitution
Irish Constitution through the Irish Government Website “Oasis” with
explanations of the parts of the Constitution and how it works.
Irish Constitution of the Irish Free State
Irish Constitution, 1922 version, at University College Cork, CELT
project (Corpus of Electronic Texts).
Divorce Referendum
Copy and information on the Divorce Referendum in 1995.
Northern Ireland Peace Agreement of 1998
As found on the Irish Government Website, Department of the
Taoiseach.
Northern Ireland Agreement Referendum
(1998) Archived page on the Irish Law Website for historical
reference purposes.
Referendum Commission
Information on the Irish Referendum Commission, which oversees
amendments to the Constitution and referenda. The Referendum
Commission is an independent body created by law. The Commission
has a Chairman who is required to be a former judge of the Supreme
Court or the High Court or a judge of the High Court. The
Commission’s other members are required to be the Clerk of the Dáil,
the Clerk of the Seanad, the Ombudsman and the Comptroller and
Auditor General. The Referendum Commission is independent in its
actions and is supported by a secretariat from the Office of the
Ombudsman.
Past Referenda
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Information on past Irish referenda.
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Irish Legislation
“Positiveness is a good quality for preachers and speakers because
whoever shares his thoughts with the public will convince them as he
himself appears convinced.”
Jonathan Swift
Her Majesty's Stationery Office--Northern Ireland Legislation
Official statutes, legislation and other legal information relating to
Northern Ireland compiled by Her Majesty’s Stationery Office. The
HMSO is headed by the British Controller and operates as part of the
Cabinet Office under the ministerial control of the Minister for the
Cabinet Office. HMSO delivers a wide range of services to the public,
information industry and government relating to access and reuse of
government information.
Houses of the Oireachtas
Legislation by the Irish Parliament. Contains copies of (i) Bills and
Acts of the Oireachtas from 1997 – 2006 and (ii) Legislative history
through the Official Report of the Parliamentary Debates of the Houses
of the Oireachtas Dáil Éireann and Seanad Éireann as published by the
Stationery Office in bound volumes. The reports include the Dáil
Debates from 21 January 1919 (First Dáil) to 2006 and the Seanad
Debates from 11 December 1922 (First Seanad) to 2006, as well as
many other links.
Irish Law Site
Provides full text of Irish acts passed since 1922 and recent law cases.
Printed and online material by subjects.
Irish Legislation: Acts 1922-2005
This site maintained by the British and Irish Legal Information Institute
contains a searchable database of the full text of Irish statutes from
1922 to 2005.
Irish Legislation 1922-2005
Compilation of acts by University College Cork.
Irish Legislation: Statutory Instruments 1922-2003
This site maintained by the British and Irish Legal Information Institute
contains a searchable database of the full text of Irish Statutory
Instruments from 1922 to 2003.
Irish Statute Book 1922-2005
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Acts of the Oireachtas, statutes from 1992-2005 and chronology of
Irish statutes maintained by the Attorney General.
Northern Ireland Legislation
This site maintained by the British and Irish legal Information Institute
contains a searchable database of the full text of Revised Northern
Ireland Statutes for 2000-2002. The Statutes Revised Northern Ireland
Second Edition is reproduced under the terms of Crown Copyright
Policy Guidance issued by Her Majesty’s Stationery Office.
Penal Laws
A collection of primary documents on the Irish Penal Laws from the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. These laws were the English
laws that applied to the Irish, beginning with the consolidation of
English power in Ireland in 1691. The Penal Laws continued until well
into the 19th century. Many of these laws were based on religion and
reached into political, economic and personal life.
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Irish Library Links
“Time is a great storyteller.”
Irish Proverb
COPAC
Provides free access to the merged online catalogues of 24 of the largest
university research libraries in the UK and Ireland.
National Library of Ireland
The National Library of Ireland is the library of record for Ireland . The
National Library is a cultural institution under the aegis of the Department of
Arts, Sport and Tourism. Its mission is to collect, preserve and make
available books, manuscripts and illustrative material of Irish interest. The
library maintains a collection of historical manuscripts, photographs and
other materials not generally available elsewhere. The library considers itself
as a library of last resort and will generally not provide access to material
that is readily available through an academic library to which he/she has
access, or to consult material which is available via the public library service.
The library, however, does maintain an online collection of online
manuscripts and photographs.
The Chester Beatty Library
The Chester Beatty Library and Galleries are situated in the gardens of
Dublin Castle in the heart of the city centre. They are a two minute's walk
from Dame Street via the Palace Street Gate of the Castle and close to
Christchurch Cathedral. This Website is currently under redesign. Maintains
an online image gallery.
Irish History Resources at Questia
Electronic online library with what it claims to be the world’s largest online
collection. Requires subscription to check out books.
University College Cork Library
The University College Cork contains an extensive online library, including a
legal online library.

Academic Libraries

Other selected links to Irish libraries providing access to online catalogs:
James Hardiman Library, National University of Ireland
Established in 1845 as part of Queen’s College Galway.
Library at Queens University Belfast
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Maintains a number of electronic journals and databases.
National University of Ireland, Maynooth Library
This website provides an accessible gateway to the wide range of information
resources and services in the John Paul II and Russell Libraries.
Trinity College Dublin Libraries
The Library of Trinity College is the largest research library in Ireland. In
addition to the purchases and donations of almost four centuries, the Library
is privileged in having the right to legal deposit of British and Irish
publications. The Library contains over 4 million volumes, thirty thousand
current serials, significant holdings of maps and music and an extensive
collection of manuscripts, the most famous being Book of Kells. Electronic
library requires license.
University College Dublin Library
University College Dublin’s school library, with electronic resources and web
resource guide.
University of Limerick Library
The University of Limerick’s library, with electronic data base and journals.
University of Ulster Library
The University of Ulster’s library, with electronic database available only to
students and faculty.
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General Irish Literature Links
“I was working on the proof of one of my poems all the morning, and
took out a comma. In the afternoon I put it back again.”
Oscar Wilde
Corpus of Electronic Texts
Online copies of many historical Irish writings.
Emory University Irish Literature Collection
The Emory University library's Irish collection includes original
manuscripts, letters and photographs related to the Irish literary
renaissance and contemporary Irish poetry.
Irish Literature, Mythology, Folklore, and Drama
This site contains numerous links to Irish literature and history as well
as other Irish topics.
Irish Writers Online
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
Literary Resources on the Net
This site collects links to sites on English and American literature.
Project Gutenberg -- Online Library
This site provides an extensive searchable database for online copies
of works by Irish and other authors. The premise on which Project
Gutenberg is based is anything that can be entered into a computer
can be reproduced indefinitely.
University of Pennsylvania Online Books
Copies of online works of various Irish and other authors
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Brendan Behan Links
“I only write plays when I'm short of a couple of bob.”
Brendan Behan
Brendan Behan Biography
This site contains a biography of Brendan Behan, an Irish author noted
for his powerful political views and earthy satire. When not in jail or in
pubs, Behan worked in odd jobs and wrote plays and stories that
colorfully depicted the life of the ordinary working men. Several of his
books were banned in Ireland. Behan spent most of the years from
1939 to 1946 in English and Irish penal institutions on political
charges.
Brendan Behan Quotations
Quotations of Behan from Memorable Quotations.com
Confessions of an Irish Rebel
Web site discussing Shay Duffin's one-man show, "Confessions of an
Irish Rebel" (Irish Arts Center, New York, October and November
2006).
Famous Irish Lives - Brendan Behan
Biography on Behan by Irelandseye.com.
Internet Broadway Database: Brendan Behan
List of Broadway productions of Brendan Behan’s works. Contains
links to each work, with information on theatre, actors and production
credits.
Irish Writers Online -- Behan
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
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Brian Friel Links
“But we’re always sniffing abut for it, aren’t we? - looking for
disaster. The rents are going to go up again - the harvest’s going to be
lost - the herring have gone away forever - there's going to be
evictions. Honest to god, some of you people aren’t happy unless
you’re miserable and you’ll not be right content until you’re dead!”
Brian Friel
Translations (1980)
Brian Friel Biography
This site contains a short biography on Brian Friel.
Brian Friel
Short biography by Irish Writers Online.
Course Assignment on Brian Friel
This site contains a biography and discussion of Brian Friel’s works,
including events that inspired him.
Friel – Emory University
This site of Emory University contains a biography and list of major
works and awards. The site also has a discussion of Dancing at
Lughnasa and Translations.
Internet Broadway Database: Brian Friel
List of Broadway productions of Brian Friel’s plays. Contains links to
each play, with information on theatre, actors and production credits.
Séan O'Faolain and Brian Friel – A Comparison
This site compares and contrasts the writings of Séan O'Faolain and
Brian Friel on Irishness and a sense of place.
The Historical and Colonial Context of Brian Friel’s Translations
This site contains an academic paper discussing the historical context
of Translations.
Translations - Brian Friel
Review of Translations as performed at the Abbey Theatre.
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Flann O’Brien Links
“Evil is even, truth is an odd number, and death is a full stop.”
Flann O’Brien
At Swim-Two-Birds
Flann O’Brien Biography
Biographical introduction to Flann O’Brien.
Flann O'Brien – No Bicycle Page
Excerpts from the works of Brian O'Nolan a.k.a Flann O'Brien or Myles
na gCopaleen.
Irish Writers Online – O’Brien
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
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Frank O’Connor Links
“I wanted to explain that it wasn’t a matter of tuppence ha’penny
worth of sanctity as opposed to tuppence worth that made the
difference, that it wasn’t what you did, but what you lost by doing it,
that mattered.”
Frank O’Connor
The Face of Evil
First Confession Online
Online version of Frank O’Connor’s short story “First Confession”.
Frank O’Connor Biography
Biography contained in the New World Encyclopedia.
Frank O'Connor (Michael O'Donovan)
Biography and chronology of Frank O’Connor’s works and life.
Irish Writers Online – O’Connor
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
The Frank O'Connor Papers
This site contains list of Frank O'Connor papers maintained at the
University of Florida. The University’s collection includes all the
literary manuscripts and related materials (excluding printed books)
left to Harriet Sheehy by Michael O'Donovan. Among the papers are
holograph journals and notebooks, corrected and uncorrected
typescripts, carbon copies, tearsheets, galleys and occasional
correspondence related to the publication of Frank O'Connor's literary
works. The major part of the collection is the short story material,
O'Connor's chief genre, but this is supplemented by non-fiction,
including literary criticism, lecture notes, scripts of radio broadcasts,
autobiographical material, with reminiscences of his work with the
Abbey Theatre and some sixty-three articles for newspapers and
magazines.
Frank O’Connor Research Website
Website maintained by University College Cork with resources
including, Frank O’Connor’s biography, bibliography and online
resources.
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George Bernard Shaw Links
"You see things; and you say, ‘Why?’ But I dream things that never
were; and I say, ‘Why not?’ "
George Bernard Shaw
Bartleby.com Shaw Site
Contains online versions of Pygmalion and Man and Superman.
Great Books Index: George Bernard Shaw
Links to online copies of various works of Shaw.
Internet Broadway Database: George Bernard Shaw
List of Broadway productions of Shaw’s plays. Contains links to each
play, with information on theatre, actors and production credits.
Irish Writers Online – Shaw
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
Links to Printed Works of George Bernard Shaw
Contains various links to resource information on printed works of
Shaw.
New York Shaw Society
Web site of the New York Shaw Society. Includes links to other Shaw
sites.
Nobel Prize Link
Website dedicated to Shaw’s 1925 Nobel Laureate in Literature for his
work marked by both idealism and humanity, its stimulating satire
often infused with a singular poetic beauty. This site contains
biographical information and links relating to Shaw’s Nobel Prize.
Project Gutenberg - Shaw
Online copies of numerous Shaw works.
Shaw Bizness
This site contains extensive links to other Shaw sites covering books,
journals, conferences, critiques, collections, literary societies,
biographies, quotes, archives, organizations, printed and online works
as well as links to theatre, television, radio and film.
Shaw Festival Theatre
This site is the official website of the Shaw Festival Theatre. The Shaw
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Festival is the only theatre in the world that specializes exclusively in
the plays of George Bernard Shaw and his contemporaries (18561950) – plays about the beginning of the modern world. Presented in
three distinctive theatres in the historic town of Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Shaw's work engages the imagination, illuminates the past and
inspires debate about the future. The site contains information on
Shaw and upcoming performances.
Shaw Works On-Line
Online versions of various works of George Bernard Shaw.
ShawChicago Theatre Company
This web site contains information about the ShawChicago Theatre
Company, including upcoming performances. ShawChicago, a nonprofit theater company, was first created in 1994 as a program of the
Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs to present the plays of George
Bernard Shaw and his contemporaries in concert readings at the
Chicago Cultural Center.
George Bernard Shaw Quotes
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Irish Playwrights Links
“All the world's a stage and most of us are desperately unrehearsed.”
Sean O’Casey
Internet Broadway Database
Lists of Broadway productions of Irish and other works. This site contains a
searchable database by author and work as well as links to each work, with
information on theatre, actors and production credits.
Irish Writers Online
Brief biographies of Irish playwrights with information on their works.
The Voice of Nationalism - One Hundred Years of Irish Theatre
Essay by Stephen Watt, Professor of English at Indiana University and author
of Joyce, O'Casey, and the Irish Popular Theater and Postmodern/Drama:
Reading the Contemporary Stage.
Theatre and Drama
Extensive theater web site with numerous links.

Irish Theatres
Abbey Theatre
Homepage of the National Theatre of Ireland in Dublin with links to arts
organizations.
Andrew's Lane Theatre, Dublin
Local Dublin theatre.
Belfast Waterfront Hall
Website of the Belfast Waterfront Hall on Oxford Street in Northern Ireland.
Gate Theatre
Homepage for the Gate Theatre in Dublin. This site contains performance
and general theatre information.
Irish Drama and Theatre Resources through Trinity College Dublin
This site links to Irish theatres as well as dance, music, festivals and film.
Limerick's Athenaeum Theatre
This site carries an online book on the history of this theatre in Limerick.
Red Kettle Theatre Company
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A Web site for this well-established professional theatre company based in
Waterford City. This site currently is under reconstruction.
The Everyman Palace Theatre
The Everyman Palace Theatre in Cork is a beautiful 630-seat Victorian
theatre, which celebrated its centenary several years ago. This site contains
a schedule of events.
The Watergate Theatre
The Watergate Theatre in Kilkenny is a centre for the performing and visual
arts in southeast Ireland. Provides a varied program of professional and
amateur dramatics, classical and contemporary music, opera and dance,
together with regular exhibitions of paintings and photographs.
Town Hall Theatre Galway
Contains information and schedules for the Town Hall Theatre in Galway.
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Irish Poetry Links
“Words are always getting conventionalized to some secondary
meaning. It is one of the works of poetry to take the truants in custody
and bring them back to their right senses.”
William Butler Yeats
Anthology of Irish Verse
A collection of 181 poems selected by Irish-American poets and
professors with links to title, subject and author indexes.
Internet Medieval Sourcebook
Medieval Irish Poetry
Offers information on Irish poetic forms and links to bibliographies and
Medieval Irish literature.
University of Toronto -- Representative Poetry Online
Extensive online catalog of poets and their works.
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James Joyce Links
“Welcome, O life! I go to encounter for the millionth time the reality of
experience and to forge in the smithy of my soul the uncreated
conscience of my race.”
James Joyce
Dubliners
A online version of Dubliners.
Finnegans Web
Searchable web version of Finnegans Wake.
Flying by the Net
This site is designed to track the Internet activity that Joyce and his
works have inspired. Provides information on various web sites and
provides links to other sites, including primary and secondary
documents, an electronic journal of Joyce scholarship and several
Internet discussion lists devoted to Joyce.
Frank Delaney-Re: Joyce
Podcast by author Frank Delaney analyzing Ulysses.
Great Books Index: James Joyce
Links to online copies of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man,
Dubliners and Ulysses. This site also contains links to other Joyce
sites.
Internet Broadway Database: James Joyce
List of Broadway productions of Joyce’s works. This site contains links
to each work, with information on theatre, actors and production
credits.
Irish Writers Online -- Joyce
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
James Joyce
This site contains news on and reviews of Joyce's books from the
archives of The New York Times. Must be a member to view.
James Joyce Centre, Dublin
The James Joyce Centre is dedicated to promoting an understanding of
the life and works of James Joyce. It provides a unique, personal view
of the man, his work and his minutely-observed origins. For those
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who have not read his work, the Centre aims to provoke curiosity –
with a gentle spur. Evoking period and place, it sets out to provide an
intimate and accessible introduction to James Joyce and the “heroic
commonplace” still evident in Dublin. For the student and scholar, the
Centre serves as a conduit – whether for a casual browse, the search
for that elusive footnote or essential research.
James Joyce Quarterly
For nearly forty years the James Joyce Quarterly has been the flagship
journal of international Joyce studies. In each issue, the Journal brings
together a wide of array of critical and theoretical work focusing on the
life, work and reception of James Joyce. The Journal encourages
submissions of all types, including archival, historical, biographical and
critical research. Each issue of the Journal provides a selection of peerreviewed essays representing contemporary Joyce scholarship. In
addition, the Journal publishes notes, reviews, letters and a
comprehensive checklist of recent Joyce-related publications.
Joyce Studies Annual
The Joyce Studies Annual is a resource for research on the work of
James Joyce. Each volume of the Annual carries articles from leading
Joyce scholars emphasizing the areas of historical, textual and
comparative criticism. Each publication includes a comprehensive
bibliography of the previous year's Joyce-related publications. Key
features of the publication include previously unpublished text and
photographs from the extensive Joyce collection at the Harry Ransom
Center at the University of Texas.
Project Gutenberg -- Joyce
Online versions of several James Joyce works.
The Antwerp James Joyce Center
The Antwerp James Joyce Center was founded at the University of
Antwerp (UIA) in 1991, with two main objectives in mind. First, it is
involved in different aspects of promoting the study of Joyce's work,
specifically from a genetic point of view, and has established close
working relationships with many Joyce scholars across the world.
Second, it seeks to increase awareness of and generate enthusiasm for
Joyce’s work in the Dutch-speaking world.
The Brazen Head
This site takes its name from a famous Irish pub and contains pictures,
sound files and texts on Joyce.
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The Finnegans Wake Society of New York
Resources, news, and meeting schedules of the Finnegans Wake
Society in New York. Includes a recording of James Joyce reading
Finnegans Wake.
The International James Joyce Foundation Resource Center
The International James Joyce Foundation Resource Center aims to
provide a primary reference source for those interested in Joyce
studies and includes links to selected bibliographies of Joyce-criticism
from all walks of life: biographical, genetic, Marxist, psychoanalytic,
feminist, postcolonial, semiotic, poststructural, etc. This site contains a
Joyce time line, an image gallery, a bookstore and many other links.
This site is operated through Ohio State University. The International
James Joyce Foundation was created in 1967 at the First International
James Joyce Symposium, held on Bloomsday--June 16--in Dublin. Its
purposes are to encourage scholarship, criticism and study of the life,
work, and career of James Joyce and to facilitate and coordinate ways
in which scholars, critics, teachers, students, and general readers may
meet together, correspond with each other, learn from one another
and help each other in achieving a greater appreciation and
understanding of Joyce’s work.
The James Joyce Society
This site contains over 100 Joyce web site links, including portals
(starting points), organizations, periodicals, texts, criticism, research
and media.
The Modern Word on Joyce
This site contains extensive links to other Joyce Web sites, electronic
texts, searches, home pages for Joyce organizations, and reading and
research guides.
Zurich James Joyce Foundation
Official site of the Zurich James Joyce Foundation. The Foundation
was established in 1985 to keep alive the memory and work of Joyce
for the literary world in general, and above all for Zurich, where he
spent some important creative years and where he died. This site
includes a newsletter, schedule of events and information on Joyce in
Zurich.
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J.M. Synge Links
“In a good play every speech should be as fully flavoured as a nut or
apple, and such speeches cannot be written by anyone who works
among people who have shut their lips on poetry.”
J.M. Synge
Preface to Playboy of the Western World
Critical notes on John Millington Synge and Playboy of the Western
World
The Playboy of the Western World was produced for the Abbey Theatre
in Dublin, Ireland--a theater founded by W. B. Yeats and others to
foster a new generation of Irish drama (see the chapter by Seamus
Deane for further discussion). The aim of the Abbey group was to
promote drama that spoke positively for the Irish people--positively
and compellingly to them and for them in conjunction with their quest
for independent statehood. This site contains passages by Yeats,
Nicholas Grene, Declan Kiberd and others on Synge and his works.
Internet Broadway Database: John Millington Synge
List of Broadway productions of Synge’s plays. Contains links to each
play, with information on theatre, actors and production credits.
Irish Writers Online – Synge
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
J.M. Synge Biography
This site contains biographies of J.M. Synge as well as links to his
plays, poetry and other works.
J.M. Synge Collection at Bartleby.com
This site of the University of Columbia Press contains biographical and
other information on Synge.
JM Synge and Achill Island, Ireland
This site discusses J.M. Synge and the importance of Achill Island on
his works. Synge was influential in portraying life and culture in the
west of Ireland at the turn of the 20th century.
John Millington Synge -- Riders of the Sea
Biography on Synge, with a discussion of Riders of the Sea. This site
contains links to other materials on Synge.
Project Gutenberg Online Texts
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This site contains online versions of The Aran Islands, Deirdre of the
Sorrows, In Wicklow and West Kerry, In the Shadow of the Glen, The
Playboy of the Western World, Riders to the Sea, The Tinker's Wedding
and The Well of the Saints.
University of Toronto Representative Poetry Online: J.M. Synge
This site contains online copies of Synge’s poetry.
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Jonathan Swift Links
“May you live all the days of your life.”
Jonathan Swift
Bartleby's Quotations of Jonathan Swift
Various quotations of Jonathan Swift.
Great Books Index - Jonathan Swift
Links to online copies of Swift’s work.
A Brief Biography of Jonathan Swift
Created by David Cody, Associate Professor of English, Hartwick
College.
Jonathan Swift
Biography of Jonathan Swift, including a list of his major works, the
pseudonyms under which he wrote and a discussion of his political and
religious writings.
Jonathan Swift - A Modest Proposal
An online version of Jonathan Swift’s satirical essay, in which he
suggests that the Irish eat their own children as a means of
preventing the children of the poor in Ireland from being a burden to
their parents or country, and for making them beneficial to the public.
Jonathan Swift Poetry Collected by the University of Toronto -Representative Poetry Online
Electronic text of Jonathan Swift’s poetry.
Project Gutenberg: Swift
This site contains online versions of Battle of the Books and Other
Short Pieces, Bickerstaff-Partridge Papers, Gulliver's Travels, The
Journal to Stella, A Modest Proposal, A Tale of a Tub, and Three
Sermons.
Spectrum Biographies - Jonathan Swift
Short biography by the Spectrum Home and School Network.
University of Pennsylvania --Jonathan Swift
University of Pennsylvania online book site containing 12 of Swift’s
works.
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Lady Gregory Links
“Well, there's no one at all, they do be saying, but is deserving of
some punishment from the very minute of his birth.”
Lady Augusta Gregory
A Celebration of Women Writers --Gregory, Isabella Augusta
Links to online writings of Lady Gregory.
Biography of Lady Augusta Gregory
Biography of Lady Augusta Gregory as found in the Encyclopedia of
World Biography, The Oxford Companion to Irish History and other
encyclopedias.
Internet Broadway Database: Lady Augusta Gregory
List of Broadway productions of Lady Gregory’s works. Contains links
to each work, with information on theatre, actors and production
credits.
Irish Writers Online -- Gregory
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
Our Irish Theatre: A Chapter of Autobiography.
Online copy of Our Irish Theatre: A Chapter of Autobiography by Lady
Gregory, published in 1913, contained in University of Pennsylvania ’s
“A Celebration of Women Writers” web site.
Project Gutenberg -- Lady Gregory
Online copy of The Kiltartan History Book translated from Irish by Lady
Gregory.
The Kiltartan Poetry Book
Online copy of The Kiltartan Poetry Book, prose translations from the
Irish by Lady Gregory.
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Liam O’Flaherty Links
“I was born on a storm-swept rock and hate the soft growth of sunbaked lands where there is no frost in men's bones.”
Liam O’Flaherty
Irish Writers Online – O’Flaherty
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
The Unofficial Liam O'Flaherty Homepage
This site contains biographies, chronologies, short stories and book
lists and online extracts of selected writings.
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Oscar Wilde Links
“I sometimes think that God in creating man, somewhat overestimated
His ability.” In Conversation.
Oscar Wilde
CELT: Oscar Wilde
Online copies of most of Oscar Wilde’s works, including novels, poems,
lectures, essays and poems.
Internet Broadway Database: Oscar Wilde
List of Broadway productions of Wilde’s plays. This site contains links
to each play, with information on theatre, actors and production
credits.
Irish Writers Online – Wilde
Brief biographies of Wilde with information on his works.
Online Poems by Oscar Wilde -- Bartleby
The Bartleby Archive's on-line edition of Wilde's 1881 collection.
(Columbia University)
Oscar Wilde: The Spectacle of Criticism
Cornell University English professor Sandra F. Siegel compares the
popular view of Wilde with the facts. (Arts & Sciences Newsletter,
Spring 1996 Vol. 17 No. 2).
Oscar Wilde’s Salome
Online version of Salome and other Oscar Wilde works.
Oscar Wilde's 1895 Martyrdom
Discussion of events leading up to Wilde’s arrest in 1895 as well as
other historical events and links.
Oscar Wilde's Fairy Tales
Paper by Clifton Snider of the English Department, California State
University, Long Beach. Discusses psychological aspects of Wilde’s
works and the role of fairy tales in his writing.
Photographs of Oscar Wilde
Photographs of Wilde from youth to adulthood from the William
Andrews Clark Memorial Library (UCLA Libraries)
Project Gutenberg -- Oscar Wilde
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This site contains over 20 online copies of Wilde’s works.
Reading Wilde, Querying Spaces
An online exhibition commemorating the 100th anniversary of the
trials of Oscar Wilde sponsored by New York University . This site
contains numerous clips from letters, articles and other publications on
Wilde. Also includes photographs and other historical documents.
The Importance of Being Earnest
Online version of Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest. (Fireblade
Coffeehouse)
The Importance of Being Oscar
Web site for the play The Importance of Being Oscar.
The Importance of Being Oscar Theater Review
This Web site is the Internet Theater Magazine Review of the play The
Importance of Being Oscar.
The Motion Picture Wilde
Web site for the motion picture Wilde directed by Brian Gilbert. This
site also contains links to many of Wilde’s works thanks to Project
Gutenberg.
The Official Oscar Wilde Web Site
This site claims to be the “official” Oscar Wilde Web site, complete with
facts, photos, quotes, biography and literary works.
The Oscar Wilde Centre for Irish Writing, Trinity College Dublin
The Oscar Wilde Centre for Irish Writing is located at Oscar Wilde’s
alma mater, Trinity College, Dublin . The Centre opened in January
1998 as the teaching and research centre. The Centre was originally
the home of the Wilde family and it was in the Westland Row house
that the famous son of Sir William and Lady Wilde ('Speranza') was
born on October 16, 1854. The Oscar Wilde Centre will eventually
house a library and reading room dedicated to his memory.
The Oscar Wilde Collection
On-line-readable editions of Wilde works.
The Picture of Dorian Gray
The on-line edition of The Picture of Dorian Gray with links to other
Wilde works and sites.
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University of Pennsylvania Online Books: Oscar Wilde
The complete works of Oscar Wilde, including poems, novels, stories,
and lectures.
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Padraic Pearse Links
“We seem to have lost. We have not lost. To refuse to fight would
have been to lose; to fight is to win. We have kept faith with the past,
and handed on a tradition to the future.”
Padraic Pearse
Biography-Padraic Pearse
Patrick Henry Peaese’s biography.
CELT: Pádraic H Pearse
Extensive online copies of Pearse’s works.
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Samuel Beckett Links

“Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try Again. Fail again. Fail better.”
Samuel Beckett
Internet Broadway Database: Samuel Beckett
List of Broadway productions of Samuel Beckett’s works. Contains
links to each work, with information on theatres, actors and production
credits.
Irish Writers Online -- Beckett
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
Journal of Beckett Studies
Web site for Florida State University ’s Journal of Beckett Studies. This
site contains summaries of current and past issues and reading links
for Beckett.
Samuel Beckett On-Line Resources
A comprehensive collection of links to online essays, reviews and
various other materials related to the works of Samuel Beckett.
Samuel Beckett: The Complete Short Prose, 1929-1989
Book review by Paul West on Samuel Beckett: The Complete Short
Prose, 1929-1989, edited and with an Introduction and Notes by S.E.
Gontarski.
The Beckett Collection
This collection is housed at the University of Reading, England. It
contains over 1201 documents on Samuel Beckett.
The Beckett International Foundation
The Beckett International Foundation was set up as a charitable trust
in 1988, with the University of Reading, England, as Trustee. Housed
in the Reading University Library, the Foundation administers and
coordinates the academic and bibliographical resources of the Beckett
Collection, now the largest and most extensive collection of Beckett
materials in the world. Almost all of the Foundation’s manuscript
resources were donated by Samuel Beckett himself, some of them
being inscribed by the author to this effect. Others have been donated
by Beckett’s family, friends, publishers and researchers.
The Samuel Beckett Centre
Since its establishment in 1592, Trinity College has educated some of
the greatest dramatists in world theatre from Congreve and Goldsmith
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to Synge and Beckett. In 1984, Trinity launched Ireland ’s first
university drama department. The School of Drama now offers a full
range of academic degrees from B.A. to Ph.D., as well as an innovative
three-year actor training program in collaboration with the National
Theatre (the Abbey), and a taught postgraduate course in Irish
Theatre and Film. The School of Drama is housed in the purpose-built
Samuel Beckett Centre, which opened in 1992.
The Beckett Society
The Samuel Beckett Society is an international organization of
scholars, students, directors, actors and others who share an interest
in the work of Samuel Beckett. The Society provides opportunities for
members to meet and exchange information, including two sessions
each year at the MLA. This site also contains a table of contents for
some issues of The Beckett Circle as well as calls for papers.
Why Samuel Beckett joined the (French) Resistance
An article by James Knowlson from Damned to Fame: The Life of
Samuel Beckett discussing why Samuel Beckett joined the French
Resistance.
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Seamus Heaney Links
“Tied by birth to unionism, memorialist of the executed Nationalist
rebels of 1916, W. B. Yeats mirrored Ireland 's divisions in his selfdivisions – yet saw the island as a single cultural entity sprung from
common roots in common myths.”
Seamus Heaney
All Ireland's Bard by Seamus Heaney
November 1997 article from the Atlantic Monthly discussing Yeats.
Audio Interviews - Seamus Heaney
BBC interview of Seamus Heaney in November 1998 in which he
discusses his formative years, doing English at University, the
influence of Irish writing, the impact of the troubles on his writing, the
bog bodies poems and naming a collection of poems.
Harvard University Press/Seamus Heaney
Web site for Helen Vendler’s Seamus Heaney. The book focuses on
Heaney's poetry as art. The site states that Seamus Heaney tells a
story of poetic inventiveness, of ongoing experimentation in form and
expression. It is an inspired and nuanced portrait of an Irish poet of
public as well as private life, whose work has given voice to his
troubled times.
Irish Writers Online -- Heaney
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
Literary History- Seamus Heaney
Literary criticism for Seamus Heaney.
Nobel E-Museum – Seamus Heaney
Information on Seamus Heaney’s 1995 Nobel Prize in Literature.
Includes his Nobel Lecture, Banquet Speech, biography, links and
other information.
Poets Portal
This site presents biographies, photographs, selected poems,
commentaries, reviews and links on Seamus Heaney. The site also
has an audio introduction to Seamus Heaney’s poetry by Huck
Gutman, Professor of English at the University of Vermont.
Resources-Seamus Heaney
List of online resources for Seamus Heaney.
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Sean O’Casey Links
“Every action of our lives touches on some chord that will vibrate in
eternity.”
Sean O’Casey
Extracts from The Story of the Citizen Army (1919)
Online extracts from O’Casey’s The Story of the Citizen Army.
Irish Writers Online – O’Casey
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
Sean O'Casey Biography
Biography from the Irish Cultural Society of the Garden City Area.
Sean O'Casey, a child of the Dublin slums, was born in 1880 to a
Protestant family. He had a grim childhood of poverty. This site
contains various links, including links to his plays.
Sean O'Casey’s Life and Works
This site contains a chronology of the life of Sean O’Casey and a list of
his works.
The Guide to World Drama
Lists and summaries of the works and letters of Sean O'Casey.
The Plough and the Stars
This site contains a discussion of Sean O’Casey’s political drama, “The
Plough and the Stars”. This play was first staged in the newly
independent Ireland in 1926 at the Abbey Theatre. The play offered a
satirical depiction of the foundational event of the Irish state, the
Easter Rising of 1916, and brought about scenes not witnessed in
Dublin since the riots nineteen years earlier during the production of
“Playboy of the Western World” by J.M. Synge.
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William Butler Yeats Links
“But I, being poor, have only my dreams. I have spread my dreams
under your feet; Tread softly, because you tread on my dreams.”
William Butler Yeats
Bartleby.com Yeats Site
Contains biography and links (see below for other Bartleby links).
Bartleby's Online Books -- Responsibilities and Other Poems
Collection of various poems by Yeats online.
Bartleby's Online Books -- The Wild Swans at Coole
Collection of various poems by Yeats online.
Bartleby's Online Books -- The Wind Among the Reeds
Collection of various poems by Yeats online.
In Memory of Major Robert Gregory
“In Memory Of Major Robert Gregory,” which was read at John F.
Kennedy’s memorial.
Emory University Irish Literature Collection
The Emory University library's Irish collections include original
manuscripts, letters and photographs that make up the W.B. Yeats
Collection. There are letters from Yeats to his longtime friend and
compatriot Lady Gregory, a lengthy correspondence related to the
publication of his 1925 philosophical work A Vision, and manuscript
drafts of poems and plays. These holdings are complemented by Lady
Gregory's own literary papers, including diaries, manuscripts, and a
sizable number of books from her own library (including a number of
presentation copies from Yeats with corrections in his hand).
Internet Broadway Database: Yeats
List of Broadway productions of Yeats’ plays. Contains links to each
play, with information on theatre, actors and production credits.
Irish Writers Online – Yeats
Brief biographies of Irish writers with information on their own works.
Michael Hishikawa's Yeats Page
This site contains a bibliography and a link to 300 online poems by
Yeats.
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Nobel Internet Archives -- Yeats
Internet archive of Yeats’ 1923 Nobel Laureate in Literature, including
links to writings and other Yeats sites.
Project Gutenberg -- Yeats
Online copies of The Countess Cathleen, Four Years, and The Land Of
Heart's Desire.
The Bounty of Sweden: Exhibit at University of Delaware
Link to The Bounty of Sweden: A Meditation, and a Lecture Delivered
Before the Royal Swedish Academy and Certain Notes. Dublin, Ireland:
The Cuala Press, 1925. The Bounty of Sweden was Yeats’ tribute to
Sweden for his award of the Nobel Prize. Printing of the work was
completed on the last day of May 1925 in an edition of 400 copies. It
was the first book issued from Cuala's new shop and workrooms at
133 Lower Baggot Street in Dublin, to which the press had moved
after several years in the poet's house at 82 Merrion Square, Dublin.
The Poetry Archives-Works By William Butler Yeats
Web site of the Poetry Archive. Contains a large number of Yeats’
poems in electronic format.
The Yeats Society of New York
This site contains numerous links to online texts, papers and other
Yeats links.
Time and the Witch Vivien
Online version of writing by Yeats.
W.B. Yeats Correspondence in the Lennox Robinson Collection at
Southern Illinois University
This site contains the catalog of a series of ninety-seven letters from
William Butler Yeats to Lennox Robinson, covering the years 19131935. The letters are arranged chronologically where dating is possible
and grouped into folders by place of origin. Two folders contain letters
which could not be dated and six letters to people other than
Robinson.
William Butler Yeats Biography
Biography and links discussing Yeats and the inspirations for his
writings, including the Celtic visions of “The Wanderings of Oisin”
(1889) and the intellectual, often obscure poetry of the 1930s. Central
themes of his poetry involve Ireland, its bitter history, folklore, and
contemporary public life.
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Yeats Encyclopedia -- Sam McCready
Provides information on A William Butler Yeats Encyclopedia, which
contains biographies, historical information, guides and summaries of
his writings.
Yeats International Summer School
Since the first students gathered in Sligo in 1960, the Yeats
International Summer School has become one of the most prestigious
in western Europe, annually attracting students from around the world.
The school states that it strives to maintain an Irish ambience with an
international flavor that is always personal and welcoming, informal
and unpretentious. Many notable writers and university lecturers are
former students of the School, as is the former President of Ireland,
Mary Robinson. The Yeats family - Michael Yeats and his wife Gráinne
are generous patrons of the School and visit yearly.
Yeats Manuscript Collection at the University of Indiana
Catalog of documents at the Yeats collection at the University of
Indiana.
Yeats Microfilmed Manuscripts Collection at Stony Brook
This site contains information on the microfilmed files maintained by it
on Yeats as well as a subscription based online catalog. Papers are
arranged into three groups: (1) papers relating to Yeats; (2) papers
relating to Yeats family members and relatives; and (3) papers
relating to friends and associates of Yeats. This site also contains
information on his Nobel Prize for Literature in 1923. Files include:
photocopies of microfilmed manuscripts, correspondence, documents,
printed materials, memorabilia, music, drawings, sketches, still
pictures and portraits of William Butler Yeats, his family and his
friends.
Yeats Society of New Home Page
Home page to this society, which boasts over 400 members. Contains
various links.
Yeats Society of Sligo Home Page
The Yeats Society Sligo Society is a non-profit society established in
1958. The web site states that the Society seeks to serve the needs of
those interested in Yeats and to promote the association of Sligo
region with the poet’s work. The Yeats Society also contributes many
cultural activities to the life of Sligo. The Society operates from the
Yeats Memorial Building. Contains information on the Yeats
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International Summer School, the Yeats Festival, and the Yeats Winter
School.
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Irish News and Current Events Links
“I can believe anything provided it is incredible.”
Oscar Wilde
Belfast Telegraph
Online version of Belfast ’s leading newspaper.
Dublin Events.com
Online publication on cultural and entertainment events in Dublin.
e-Keltoi: Journal of Interdisciplinary Celtic Studies
The Center for Celtic Studies at University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee publishes
the electronic journal e-Keltoi: Journal of Interdisciplinary Celtic Studies. The
journal is an integral part of the Center's mission to promote and
disseminate research and communication related to Celtic cultures, past and
present, in the academic arena as well as for the general public.

Irish American Publications
Irish America Magazine
This magazine features articles about politics, business, sports, national and
international topics and human interest feature stories. The magazine has
an extensive survey of articles about Ireland and Irish America, which can be
delivered to your doorstep each month.
Irish Echo Newspaper
One of the oldest, largest and most widely read Irish American newspapers,
based in New York.
Irish Voice Newspaper
Up to date subscription-based news about Ireland and Irish-related events in
the USA. This newspaper is circulated in New York, Boston and Washington
D.C. It features daily news about politics, business, sports, national and
international topics and interviews.

Irish Publications
Irish Newspapers
Provides links to a variety of online newspapers in Ireland. Papers include:
Western People – Ballina, Mayo
Connaught Telegraph – Castlebar
The Examiner – Cork
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Northside People – Dublin
Southside People – Dublin
Sunday Business Post – Dublin
The Irish Independent – Dublin
The Irish Times – Dublin
The Clare Champion – Ennis
Connacht Tribune - Galway
Galway Advertiser – Galway
Kilkenny People – Kilkenny
The Kingdom – Killarney
Derry People and Donegal News – Letterkenny
Limerick Leader
Limerick Post – Limerick
Westmeath Examiner- Mullingar
Roscommon Champion – Roscommon
Sligo Weekender - Sligo
Kerry's Eye – Tralee
The Kerryman - Tralee
The Munster Express – Waterford
Waterford Today – Waterford
The Mayo News – Westport
People Newspapers - Wexford
Irish Emigrant
This periodical is a weekly internet publication based in Galway with a focus
on Irish news. Web site states that it is the oldest Internet-based national
news service in the world.
Irish Times
Internet version of the Irish Times – daily newspaper.
Irish-American Information Service
Provides coverage of political news in Ireland, particularly in relation to the
search for peace in the North.
Radio Teilifís Éireann
Radio Telefís Éireann is the Irish National Public Service Broadcasting
Organization. It provides a comprehensive service on radio (since 1926) and
on television (since 1961), and a large range of ancillary services. This site
contains online printed stories and broadcast television.
Sunday Business Post
Ireland 's financial and economic newspaper. The online version has been
designed as a gateway to the internet for those with an interest in Irish
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business, financial, political and economic issues.
The Irish News
The Irish News is an online paper covering news, sports and information
about Ireland, with a focus on Northern Ireland.
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Other Irish Studies Programs Links
“What we truly and earnestly aspire to be, that in some sense we are.
The mere aspiration, by changing the frame of the mind, for the
moment realizes itself.”
Anna Jameson
Irish author, art critic (1794-1860)
American Conference for Irish Studies
American Institute For Foreign Study/University of Limerick
Center for Irish Studies (University of St. Thomas, St. Paul, MN.)
Concordia University (Montreal)
Department of Anglo-Saxon, Norse, and Celtic (University of
Cambridge (UK))
Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies - School of Celtic Studies
Georgia Southern University Center for Irish Studies
Glucksman Ireland House (Irish Studies at NYU)
Higher Degrees in Celtic Languages and Literatures (Harvard)
Institute of Irish Studies (Queen's University, Belfast)
International Summer School in Irish Studies (University College
Dublin)
Irish and Irish Immigration Studies (Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale)
Irish College for the Humanities (Tralee, Co. Kerry)
Irish Studies (University of Massachusetts-Boston)
Irish Studies Program (Boston College)
James Joyce Summer School (Dublin, Ireland)
Mary Immaculate College, University of Limerick
Menno Simons College (Affiliated with the University of Winnipeg
Studies)
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National University of Ireland, Dublin
National University of Ireland, Galway
National University of Ireland, Maynooth
St. Francis Xavier University Dept. of Celtic Studies (Nova Scotia,
Canada)
The Keough Institute of Irish Studies at Notre Dame
Trinity College (Dublin)
University College Cork
University College Dublin
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee Center for Celtic Studies
Yeats Society Sligo Summer School
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Irish Politics Links
"Patriotism is your conviction that this country is superior to all others
because you were born in it."
George Bernard Shaw
Agreement on Independent International Commission on
Decommissioning, 26 August 1997
Full text of the Agreement between the Government of Ireland and the
Government of the United Kingdom establishing the Independent
International Commission on Decommissioning, 26 August 1997.
Bloody Sunday Inquiry Site
In 1998, the British Government established a Tribunal to review the
events in Northern Ireland on 30 January 1972, which has become
known as Bloody Sunday, taking into account any new information
relevant to events on that day. During a disturbance in Londonderry
following a civil rights march, shots were fired by the British Army.
Thirteen people were killed and another 13 were wounded, one of
whom subsequently died. An initial inquiry placed much of the blame
on protestors who were alleged to have been handling firearms and
explosives. Subsequent information has raised questions about the
conclusions of the first inquiry. This site is the official site of the
Tribunal and its efforts to determine the truth of Bloody Sunday. It
contains hearing transcripts, rulings and judgments, reports,
statements and press notices on the Bloody Sunday inquiry.
CAIN (Conflict Archive on the Internet)
This site contains information and source material on “the Troubles” in
Northern Ireland from 1968 to the present. There is also information
on politics in the region and Northern Ireland society. New material is
added regularly to the site and there are frequent updates, so
information on particular pages may change.
CELT
The Online Resource for Irish history, literature and politics sponsored
by the University College, Cork.
Department of the Taoiseach
This is the official site of the Department of the Taoiseach, the
Executive Branch of the Irish Government. It contains links to
Departments, Department Publications, policy initiatives and an
organizational chart of the Department of the Taoiseach.
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Eamon Melaugh Photography
Photographs of Bloody Sunday and other matters relating to “the
Troubles”.
Forum for Peace and Reconciliation -- Framework Document
The Framework Document dated February 1995 was an important part
of the peace process.
Government of Ireland - Government Departments
This site contains links to the various Departments in the Irish
Government.
Government of Ireland Website
This site is the official website of the Government of Ireland.
Government organizations and information may be found at this site
through links, indices of recent publications and a search engine that
searches all government sites.
Hidden Truths: Bloody Sunday 1972
This site contains an essay and images of Bloody Sunday and is part of
an Exhibition that was presented at the International Center of
Photography in New York City in 2002. The exhibition addresses both
the incident itself as well as the role of photography as a witness
within culture.
International Body on Decommissioning (CAIN Web Service)
(Mitchell Commission) Jan. 1996. T h is is th e 1 9 9 6 rep o rt o f th e
International Body on Decommissioning, which was established
following the 1995 Framework Document. The report was authored by
its members, Senator George J. Mitchell (Chairman), General John de
Chastelain and Mr. Harri Holkeri.
Irish Human Rights Commission
This is the Web site of the Irish Human Rights Commission. This
Commission was established in July 2001 as a result of the Good
Friday Agreement of 1998, which provided for the establishment of a
Human Rights Commission in Ireland and Northern Ireland. Under the
Good Friday Agreement, the Commissions are charged with promoting
and protecting human rights in their respective jurisdictions and
working together to improve the protection of human rights on the
island of Ireland.
Irish Political Parties
Links to political parties in Ireland and their leaders (presented in
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alphabetical order).
Key Events in the Irish Peace Process
List of key events of the peace process in Northern Ireland provided by
CAIN.
Northern Ireland Agreement Referendum 1998
Information on the Northern Ireland Referendum 1998.
Northern Ireland Assembly
This site contains information of the Northern Ireland Assembly. The
Assembly was established as part of the Good Friday Agreement and is
intended to meet in the Parliament Buildings. The Assembly is the
prime source of authority for all devolved responsibilities and has full
legislative and executive authority. The Assembly was suspended from
midnight on Monday 14 October 2002. The Secretary of State has
assumed responsibility for the direction of the Northern Ireland
Departments. This site contains a link for updates of Orders in Council
and Statutory Rules during suspension.
Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission
This site provides information on the Northern Ireland Human Rights
Commission, a statutory body established by the Northern Ireland Act
1998, in compliance with the Good Friday Agreement. The Commission
states that its aim is to ensure that the human rights of everyone in
Northern Ireland are fully and firmly protected in law, policy and
practice.
Northern Ireland Society and Politics Directory
Web sites for society and politics in Northern Ireland.
Office of the Republic of Ireland Ombudsman
Includes links to Annual Reports and other documents.
The Northern Ireland Executive
This site contains information of the Northern Ireland Executive.
The Oireachtas (the Dáil and the Seanad)
This site is the official website of the Parliament of Ireland. Ireland is
a parliamentary democracy. The National Parliament (Oireachtas)
consists of the President and two Houses: Dáil Éireann (the House of
Representatives) and Seanad Éireann (the Senate) whose powers and
functions derive from the Irish Constitution enacted by the People on 1
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July 1937. The site contains many useful links to the Government of
Ireland.
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Publications on Irish Topics Links
“The work praises the man.”
Irish Proverb
e-Keltoi: Journal of Interdisciplinary Celtic Studies
The Center for Celtic Studies at University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
publishes the electronic journal e-Keltoi: Journal of Interdisciplinary
Celtic Studies. The journal is an integral part of the Center's mission to
promote and disseminate research and communication related to Celtic
cultures, past and present, in the academic arena as well as for the
general public.
Island Ireland
This site contains links to works of greater and lesser known Celtic
literature, including works of mythology, legend, fiction and history.
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Irish Religion Links
“Earth hath no sorrow that heaven cannot heal.”
Thomas Moore
Irish Poet (1779-1852)
Catholic Bishops' Conference
This agency of the Irish Bishop's office has links to Irish Diocesan Web
sites, a list of the departments, commissions, and statistics concerning
parishes, churches, and the Catholic population in Ireland.
Sacred Space
Daily Prayers from the Irish Jesuits.
Irish Theological Association
The Irish Theological Association provides links to Church and
Religious sites in Ireland and around the world.
CAIN: Background to Northern Ireland Religion
CAIN Web Service provides background information on Northern
Ireland society.
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Irish Travel and Genealogy Links
“I am not a teacher – only a fellow traveler of whom you asked the way. I
pointed ahead – ahead of myself as well as of you.”
George Bernard Shaw

Travel
Heritage of Ireland
Describes historic places, parks and gardens of Ireland.
Irish Castles
Links to various Irish Castles on the internet.
Ireland-County-Galway
Travel site with specialty in Galway.
Irish Tourist Board
Expansive Irish travel website with hotel database.
St Mary's Collegiate Church, Youghal, Co. Cork
Information on St. Mary’s Collegiate Church, the oldest church still in use in
Ireland.
The DiCamillo Companion to British and Irish Country Houses
This site is dedicated to the study of British and Irish country houses.

Genealogy
Ireland Genealogy
Provides access to the resources related to the genealogical research in
Ireland.
Northern Ireland Family History Society
This site states that its purpose is to foster interest in family history with
special reference to families who have roots in the North of Ireland and their
descendants, wherever they may be.

